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So, the activation of
Windows 8.1 and

Windows Server 2012 R2
on KMS servers with the

role Server_KMS is
almost done and we cant
forget the activation of

Windows XP and
Windows Server 2003

with KMS server. As we
already mentioned the
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KMS-Client role is not
enough for activation

Server_KMS. That`s why
is required bypass or
activation method for

Windows on KMS Server.
Below I will discuss the
issue of activation of

Windows 7.0.0/ Windows
8.0.0 on KMS Server with
a role Client_KMS. PeaZip
is a free, cross-platform,

Zip, WinRAR, 7z, TAR,
gzip, bzip2, ACE, ISO,
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JAR, 7z. For Windows 7,
Vista, Windows 2000,
Windows XP, Windows

9x, Windows ME,
Windows NT, Windows
98. PeaZip supports zip

files and decompress file
and folders. The program

is easy to use and
flexible. PeaZip can be
used across all devices

with the following
operating systems:
Windows 7, 8, 10,
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Windows Vista, Win XP,
Win 2000, Linux, and
Mac OS X. Windows

Loader is the application
which is used by millions
of people worldwide, well

known for use through
the Microsoft WAT

(Windows activation
technologies) and is for is
tool activate Windows 7
the safest ever created.
The application itself will

put the SLIC (internal
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Code licensed system)
into your system before
Windows boot. This is

what the fool Windows to
think that it is genuine.

Windows Loader: No
doubt, the best way to

pass the WAT (Windows
activation technologies)
is to activate the various

Windows versions
(namely Windows 7).

This tool really made the
method enabled accurate
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and cleanest and
Windows not the same
with the instrumental

version was purchased.
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